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See TagWell in Action!

TagWell is our M2M remote management
platform that provides low cost control &
monitoring of your assets.  Several working
application examples can be viewed from any
web browser from our TagWell demo site.
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Micro SoftPLC on
SPBB-6DI2SP1AI Board

NEW! SDI-12 Support for Environmental Applications

Combine a SoftPLC PAC and SDI-12 sensors
for comprehensive environmental data
acquisition & control solutions!

Micro SoftPLC models SPBB-x are advanced PAC
controllers that include data logging, extensive
communications, an embedded web server option 
and much more.  The SPBB "daughter-board" (Cat.

No. SPBB-6DI2SP1AI) provides an SDI-12 interface,
battery power connection and health monitoring, and six additional digital
inputs.

This combination is a great solution for applications where monitoring,
logging and reporting on environmental conditions is required.  SoftPLC
provides flexible data log file formats (eg: CSV, encrypted, customer specified)

and storage options (eg: USB drive, SD flash and/or remote systems).

Add a modem and the Micro SoftPLC can cost effectively provide the sensor
data via email or via our TagWell cloud platform to remote web pages,
databases, or SCADA systems.

Add more I/O and this SoftPLC system can also be used to control
equipment to effect the monitored conditions, unlike other systems which
simply read/record data.

This white paper provides more details and example applications.
Go to Top.

What is SDI-12 & how can it be used?

SDI-12 stands for Serial Data
Interface at 1200 baud.  It is a
communication standard used
to interface a data recorder,
PLC/PAC, or PC to micro-
processor based sensors
designed for environmental
data acquisition (EDA).

SDI-12 sensors are used in oil &
gas, mining, remediation,
hydropower, weather/fire
forecasting & reporting, water &
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land resource management, agriculture, and more.  Sensors are available
to measure bridge scour, groundwater level, pressure, weight of snow/ice,
conductivity, solar radiation, and many other measurements.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION
A SoftPLC equipped with SDI-12 sensors monitors and logs the amount of
oil in the groundwater around underground gasoline storage tanks. If the
hydrocarbon content exceeds the acceptable EPA level, the SoftPLC system
sends an email alarm message.  It also activates equipment that removes
the floating hydrocarbons and pumps them into above ground storage
barrels.  The level in each barrel is monitored, and additional alarm
messages are sent to inform the owner if a barrel needs to be emptied.

The system includes a cellular modem, enabling the customer to monitor
the status and sensor values from a web page, as well as manually turn
on/off the remediation equipment, using SoftPLC's TagWell platform.

The raw log files are in a binary format to prevent the possibility of
tampering and are thus acceptable to the EPA.  Through the cellular
connection, the customer can remotely upload the log file.  A utility
program is provided to convert the files to text in order to generate hard
copy reports and for archival purposes.

This white paper provides more examples of how SoftPLC and SDI-12 can
be used in EDA applications.
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